Nonviolent Family/Village Summerliving 2015 (FaVi 2015) @ Petersholm, Denmark
Duration and place: 8th - 18th of July. At ‘Petersholm’ –The family farm of Andrea and Arne Mayoh Moreno
in Denmark. -Max 45 participants of all ages.
As a kind of foreplay to the International NVC Summerfestival July 2015 in Denmark, we are happy to invite
you to participate in a ‘living it’ NVC event, where we try to ‘walk the talk’ and create an environment of
conscious living together and ‘village making’ true to our values and intentions. A place with room for kids
and elders and people of different backgrounds and cultures, working and doing together and exploring
better ways of sharing in this world. This will be a living, exploring and enjoying time in nice natural
surroundings.

When people are asked what their dream life and world would be like it becomes very clear that they all
share a very similar dream. It is a compassionate world with real equality, full expression and participation
of the one to the benefit of all, full awareness of our inter-dependence and our caring for all of the world
and everyone in it. -The difficulty arises when people are asked how we move and act towards getting
there!
We are exploring these three questions together both in our hearts, our bodies and our thoughts:
1) How can the one (you and I) live, participate and take responsibility for a better world and support
a community (village) in its everyday activity?
2) How can the practices and gatherings of the community (village) allow for and nourish such
individual participation and equality? And to the benefit of all?
3) How can we represent and extend this growing knowledge to our normal lives and communities
where we live now?
So it is about learning and helping each other to be the change and feel the caring of others in the same
intentional pursuit.

There is a large body of experiential work and exploration that has been done already in this field done by
Marshall Rosenberg, Dominic Barter, Stephen Jenkinson, Eugene Gendlin, Robert Gonzales, Saraswathi,
Gayano Shaw and others, work that has been groundbreaking into the visions and practices of a different
worldview. So we are not without building blocks and experience to start with at this camp (village). We are
at a place and with a core team of dedicated people that have worked with these issues before and that
can facilitate our explorations.
Old world issues of ‘power over’, money, resources, sex, children, education and parenting, couple-ship and
relationships may arise at the camp, but the supported work with that will be a major part of the plan. Just
as actual joy and sharing between diverse people and ages is of core value. The working together in daily
practical activities is also a great way to create the ground for sharing and learning. With room for intergenerational play, music, joy and dance, practical doings and purposeful talks along with sharing and
support, we could connect with the real human being within us and explore real human nature and present
future.
The duration: the gathering and event is a combination of a more formal part and a less formal ‘lead in’
time. The official part being 10 days from the 8th of july till the 18th of july, with a 10 day ‘lead in’ for the
early arrivers or eager souls from Sunday the 28th of june. So you are welcome to arrange arrival any time
during the ‘lead in’ or less formal stay and enjoy the atmosphere and dedicated pre-group at Petersholm
for a total of up to 21 days. If you are a real enthusiast you can then combine this with the NVC Summer
Festival 2015 also in Denmark. See more at www.nvcfestivaleurope.com
The venue: Petersholm, Denmark. Petersholmsvej 165, 8300 Odder, Denmark.

With 15 kilometers to one of the nicest beaches of Denmark. It has its own lake, stream and small wood. It
has a long history of having been in the same family until recently, now it is a very ECO-friendly family
commmunity.
It will be shelter/dormitory- kind of quarters with curtains for seperation or tents on the grounds. Only for
seriously imparied or elders may there be special consideration and indoor quarters. Indoor facilities are

primarily for community purposes. There may well be outdoor cooking as well as indoor, depending on
weather etc.
The organisers: We are a group of enthusiasts and idealists. Andrea Moreno, Arne Mayoh, Gayano Shaw,
Jason Stewart, Jake Lawy and Isabelle Wolf. Here is a picture of Arne and Andrea that currently live at
Petersholm together with others

The price: Since money is a construct and very artificial messurement of true value in our present world,
this event can only be named as priceless in all its ambiguity. Being held to the values of ‘low impact (cost)’,
environmentally conscious, organic and ‘pay - it - forward’. Everything offered at the event is perfectly free
like air and offered as a gift and a contribution to our common good. There will be space, activities,
facilities and organic food available. But if it is to be held in future years for future generations is up to us
and the ‘pay – it – forward’ concept to make that happen. So there is no ‘price’ and yet money is a
meaningfull thing to talk about at this event and a key issue in our change for a better world. So naturally
the issue will not be ignored during the event. –And there will be ample opportunity to contribute with
other ressources than money.

